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STUDENT WORKERS 
Brittney Bain graduated in December and 
accepted a position with the Fort Bend 
Economic Development Council. She did 
outstanding work for us while she was here. 
She will be missed but not replaced. 

 
Edwin Cook accepted the challenge of bringing 
order out of chaos to three boxes of Jack White 
JFK correspondence which was literally thrown 
into the boxes in no order: envelopes, letters, 
articles,  photographs.   
 

Grace Chiuri continued her work on the Bob 
Platt papers. She is carefully consolidating all 
the documents from three years of Platt papers 
into one cohesive whole. Location codes are be-
ing evaluated and changed as needed. 
 

 
 

Janna Dotschkal worked on foldering JFK 
magazines from Jack White and putting them in 
date order. The plan is to return them to him in 
better condition than when they arrived.  Maybe 
then he’ll give them to us someday. 

 
Justyn Kurkendall continued downloading Jack 
White video tapes about JFK to the Mac G5, then 
editing them and burning them to DVDs. This was 
slowed by installation of Mac X Tiger and a new 
version of iLife. 
 
Kristine Harveaux-Lundeen continued 
processing Penn Jones papers donated in August 
and incorporating them with similar materials 
donated in 2004, 2005 and March 2006. This is a 
puzzle that needs to be put together and Kristine 
is the one to do it. 

 
Mac Macwan expended considerable time 
coordinating three lists of JFK magazines into 
one coherent whole so we would not make the 
mistake of photocopying duplicate articles.  This 
will save us considerable time in the future. 
 
Michael Koski completed typing the contents on 
Jack Hightower personal vertical file and returned 
to typing the contents of the Hightower vertical file 
created by the staff. These two vertical files will 
be cataloged separately to reflect the Judge’s 
wide range of interests. 

 
Michael Holdridge provided assistance to 
Justyn on the JFK videos from Jack White, 
worked to update web pages, updated Mac OS 
on two computers, and generally tried to keep 
the tech department running smoothly.  
 
Michael Anderson kept all the books shelved 
as they arrived from cataloging, helped Grace 
with the Platt vertical file, and provided light 
holiday conversation to one and all. 
 

Book Vault / Christmas Tree photos are online: 
http://winkflash.com/photo/signin.aspx  
User ID: PoageLibrary  Password: 
openhouse 
 
DECEMBER  Stats from Special 
Collections’ Team cataloger Janet 
Pence. Books 3 titles / 3 vol.; vertical 
files 61 titles / 82 vol. 
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